BALANCING SERVICE

What do we offer?
ENOI created a new service to provide market access to those companies who are willing to unload a
cargo in Elengy’s facility but don’t have a transport contract with GRTgaz.
Signing a framework contract with GRTgaz could be quite an issue for a shipper: a valid license is a
requirement, the transport system operators is asking for financial securities and there are operations to
be performed to withdraw and offtake gas.

How does it work?
With this service ENOI would include the customer into its balancing group and replicate the relationship
it would have with GRTgaz: booking transport capacity on its behalf and performing the relevant
nominations, with an operations desk available 24/7. The service can eventually be combined with a
location swap, to divert the unload profile to another market area.

What are the advantages for the customer?
Entering into a balancing service contract with ENOI, the Customer would get rid of many obligations,
obtaining consistent money savings:
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No need of obtaining a gas license and providing the authorities with the mandatory gas surveys
No need of signing a transport contract with GRTgaz
No minimum size of 100,000 € for bank guarantee
No nominations to GRTgaz for transport e PEG
Less exposition to regulatory risk
No fix cost for working at PEGs (500 €/month for each of them)
No variable cost if the purchase/sale of gas is with ENOI

This service is very recommended for those LNG companies having an interest in unloading a cargo in a
French plant but also desiring to act fast and flexible, avoiding all the obligations of a relationship with
the TSO and the declarations to be provided to the Ministry.

 For more information about how to proceed with this service, please don’t hesitate to contact
Mr. Roberto Borghetti, Head of Logistics & Origination: Tel. +39 02 006 64907 - roberto.borghetti@enoi.eu

